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Nanoscale Horizons



New Concepts

We present a new synthetic strategy for monodisperse high-entropy alloy (HEA) nanoparticles (NPs). First, core@shell 
NPs, in this example consisting of 5 metals, are prepared by seed-mediated co-reduction. Then, these “precursor” NPs 
are annealed to facilitate interdiffusion and HEA formation, with the monodispersity of the original precursor NPs being 
transferred to the final sample. Only recently have HEAs been prepared in NP form and they are typically achieved by 
rapid heating and quenching of metal precursors that facilitate the atomic level mixing that is a necessity for HEA 
formation. We break from these conventions with the demonstration of this NP conversion strategy, where we 
hypothesize that the atomic level mixing is promoted by the high interfacial strain in the core@shell precursor NPs. 
Given the variety of core@shell NPs that can be prepared by colloidal methods, we anticipated this NP conversion 
strategy to be general to many compositions and will open up avenues for shape and architectural control of HEA NPs.
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High-entropy alloy (HEA) nanoparticles (NPs) hold great promise in 
electrocatalysis because of their nearly unlimited compositions, 
tailorable active sites, and high durability. However, the synthesis 
of these compositionally complex structures as monodisperse NPs 
remains a challenge by colloidal routes because the different rates 
of metal precursor reduction lead to phase separation. Here, we 
report the conversion of core@shell NPs into HEA NPs through 
annealing, with conservation of sample monodispersity. This 
potentially general route for high-quality HEA NPs was 
demonstrated by preparing PdCu@PtNiCo NPs via seed-mediated 
co-reduction, wherein Pt, Ni, and Co were co-deposited on PdCu 
seeds in solution. These multimetallic NPs were then converted to 
single-crystalline and single-phase PdCuPtNiCo NPs through 
annealing. On account of their small particle size, highly dispersed 
Pt/Pd content, and low elemental diffusivity, these HEA NPs were 
found to be a highly efficient and durable catalyst for the oxygen 
reduction reaction. They were also highly selective for the four-
electron transfer pathway. We expect that this new synthetic 
strategy will facilitate the synthesis of new HEA NPs for catalysis 
and other applications. 

Recently, high-entropy alloys (HEAs) have been recognized as a 
new class of promising electrocatalysts. These materials are 
single-phase solid solutions consisting of 5 or more elements in 
nearly equal proportions,1 which brings together many metal 
combinations that are traditionally inaccessible as binary and 
ternary alloys in accordance with the Hume-Rothery Rules.2, 3 
The multi-element nature of these materials leads to high

New Concepts

We present a new synthetic strategy for monodisperse high-
entropy alloy (HEA) nanoparticles (NPs). First, core@shell NPs, 
in this example consisting of 5 metals, are prepared by seed-
mediated co-reduction. Then, these “precursor” NPs are 
annealed to facilitate interdiffusion and HEA formation, with 
the monodispersity of the original precursor NPs being 
transferred to the final sample. Only recently have HEAs been 
prepared in NP form and they are typically achieved by rapid 
heating and quenching of metal precursors that facilitate the 
atomic level mixing that is a necessity for HEA formation. We 
break from these conventions with the demonstration of this 
NP conversion strategy, where we hypothesize that the atomic 
level mixing is promoted by the high interfacial strain in the 
core@shell precursor NPs. Given the variety of core@shell NPs 
that can be prepared by colloidal methods, we anticipated this 
NP conversion strategy to be general to many compositions and 
will open up avenues for shape and architectural control of HEA 
NPs.

mixing entropy, which facilitates formation of solid solutions in 
simple crystal structures.4 These features mean that a near-
continuum of surface sites may be provided by their 
compositional complexity.5 Moreover, the low atomic 
diffusivity that originates from the high entropy mixing of HEAs 
may also provide high durability in corrosive catalytic 
environments.6 These qualities provide many opportunities for 
catalyst design with HEAs. In fact, there are recent studies 
showing that HEA nanoparticles (NPs) with low Pt content can 
exhibit mass activities much greater than Pt/C for the oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR), along with high durability.7, 8 
However, synthetic routes for HEAs as nanostructured 
materials with high surface areas are required. 

HEAs were initially fabricated by thermal methods in which 
metal ingots were liquefied and rapidly cooled to produce bulk 
materials.9 More recently, Jin and co-workers fabricated the 
HEA AlNiCoIrMo in nanoporous form by first melting the 
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precursors together, followed by chemical dealloying in alkaline 
solution.10 Also, a carbothermal shock method was used to 
synthesize HEAs as size-controlled NPs, where flash heating and 
cooling of metal precursors in the presence of a NP support was 
central to their formation.11 Downsizing HEAs to the nanoscale 
has been synthetically challenging as most colloidal routes to 
metal NPs rely on reduction of metal salts, which will occur at 
different rates in the case of HEAs prepared from 5 or more 
metal precursors.12 Bondesgaard and co-workers reported a 
colloidal route for HEA nanocatalysts by exploiting novel 
solvothermal conditions, where metal acetylacetonate 
precursors were dissolved in an acetone-ethanol mixture to 
control the reduction kinetics.13 Still, a general colloidal route 
for HEA NPs is lacking but could provide new opportunities in 
catalysis and beyond. 

Here, we demonstrate a controllable strategy for the 
synthesis of HEA NPs based on the conversion of colloidally 
prepared core@shell NPs into single-phase HEA NPs. Most 
commonly, core@shell metal NPs have a binary composition, 
wherein the core will be of one metal and the shell will be of a 
different metal. Depending on the miscibility of the two metals, 
such core@shell NPs can be converted to single-phase alloy 
NPs. For example, Xia and co-workers studied the thermal 
stability of shape-controlled core@shell Pd@Pt nanocrystals by 
in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and found that 
alloying between the core and the shell metals occurs at high 
temperatures, with the specific temperature depending on 
nanocrystal shape.14 Likewise, Yang and co-workers found that 
core@shell Ni@Co NPs can be transformed into alloy NiCo NPs 
at 600 °C, which occurred through a procedure removing 
surface oxide and metal segregation.15 Here, the synthesis of 
two-phase core@shell NPs consisting of 5 metals is reported 
and then converted to single-phase HEA NPs. Specifically, 
intermetallic PdCu NPs served as seeds upon which Pt, Ni, and 
Co were co-deposited by seed-mediated co-reduction (SMCR), 
producing core@shell PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs that could be 
converted to HEA PdCuPtNiCo NPs. The deposition of Pt, Ni, and 
Co was selected because prior work with SMCR indicated that 
precursors of these metals could be co-reduced under similar 
synthetic conditions,16 while Pt and Pd are known ORR 
electrocatalysts to which alloying them with Ni, Cu, and Co has 
proven to enhance activity in bimetallic systems. The 
intermetallic PdCu NPs were selected as seeds to provide a 
difference in crystal structure between the core (ordered, B2, 
Pm m), shell (random alloy, face-centered cubic (FCC), Fm m), 3 3
and annealed sample (random alloy, FCC, Fm m), making 3
characterization by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron 
microscopy more facile. 

The initial preparation of core@shell NPs is central to the 
formation of monodisperse HEA NPs as a one-step co-reduction 
method in which typical metal precursors – palladium(II) 
bromide (PdBr2), copper(II) acetate (Cu(ac)2), platinum bromide 
(PtBr2), nickel acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2), and cobalt(II) acetate 
(Co(ac)2) – are reduced in heated 1-octadecene (ODE) and 
oleylamine (OLA) produces multiphase NPs (Fig. S1, See SI for 
full experimental details). A representative TEM image (Fig.  
S1a) shows a diversity of NP shapes and their sizes are not 

uniform. The XRD pattern shows the formation of three phases 
at least: Pt, intermetallic PdCu (B2), and an alloy (Fig. S1b). High-
resolution TEM (HRTEM) indicates some NPs are core@shell 
(Fig. S1c), which is further confirmed by the corresponding 
scanning TEM-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-
EDS) elemental mapping images (Fig. S1d) and line scan profile 
(Fig. S1e). Pt, Ni, and Co are located as a shell, where Pd and Cu 
are located at the core of the NP. The different reduction 
potentials of each precursor and the tendency to form 
intermetallic PdCu preferentially under these reaction 
conditions account for the formation of core@shell NPs.17, 18 
Unfortunately, the Pt impurities as well as NPs of different 
shapes are difficult to separate from the core@shell NPs by 
centrifugation or modification of the reaction conditions. That 
is, one-step colloidal pathways in which so many precursors are 
required are likely to yield complex mixtures rather than a single 
NP type such as HEA NPs. 

Instead, core@shell PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs were intentionally 
prepared using SMCR to improve the monodispersity of the 
precursor NPs. This method has been used in our group to 
prepare core@shell NPs with bimetallic surfaces, wherein two 
metal precursors are co-reduced in the presence of seeds to 
deposit an alloy onto the seeds.19 Recently, we showed that 
random alloy PtM (M = Ni, Co, Cu, or Fe) shells could be 
deposited onto intermetallic PdCu seeds via SMCR, producing 
NPs composed of 4 metals.16 Using this strategy, we 
hypothesized that an additional metal could be added to create 
core@shell NPs composed of 5 metals that could then be 
annealed at high temperature to promote diffusion, mixing, and 
the formation of HEA NPs. The overall strategy is summarized in 
Fig. 1. Specifically, intermetallic PdCu B2 seeds (Fig. S2; 7.5 ± 0.7 
nm in size) were prepared and PtBr2, Ni(acac)2, and Co(ac)2 were 
co-reduced in the presence of the seeds in a heated solution of 
ODE and OLA. The obtained PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs (Fig. 2a-b) 
had an average size of (10.4 ± 0.4) nm. The bulk composition of 
the PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs evaluated by scanning electron 
microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 
(i.e., measurement obtained over an area containing a large 
amount of NPs) indicates the coexistence of Pd (20 at%), Cu (17 
at%), Pt (22 at%), Ni (21 at%), and Co (20 at%) in the NPs, nearly 
equimolar amounts of each metal (Table S1). The XRD pattern 
for the PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs displays two sets of diffraction 
patterns, which can be indexed to the intermetallic PdCu B2 
phase (the shoulders at lower 2θ) and a random alloy FCC 
structure (Fig. 2c). The STEM-EDS elemental mapping images 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the synthetic process of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs, where intermetallic 
PdCu B2 seeds are prepared first. Then Pt, Ni, and Co are deposited on the 
intermetallic PdCu B2 seeds using SMCR, resulting in core@shell PdCu B2@PtNiCo 
NPs. These core@shell NPs are then annealed to convert them to single-phase 
HEA PdCuPtNiCo NPs.
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(Fig. 2d) and line scan profile (Fig. 2e) shows that Pd and Cu are 
located inside the NPs, whereas the Pt, Ni, and Co are 
distributed on the surface, which is consistent with the SMCR 
approach.

A probe spherical aberration (Cs)-corrected STEM high-angle 
annular dark field (HAADF) image was obtained along the PdCu 
B2 [100] zone axis to better understand the interface structure 
of the PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs (Fig. 3). The power spectra 
obtained at core and shell of the HAADF image reveal the 
crystallographic orientation of the shell relative to the core. For 
the orientation relationship, when analyzed from the PdCu B2 
[100] projection, one can observe that the  facet of the (111)
shell was deposited on top of the (011) facet of the PdCu B2 and 
the projection of the shell is [110]. This analysis is supported by 
the angle-to-plane relationships also denoted in Fig.  3a. While 
for the interfacial orientation relationship, the analysis indicates 
that the  and  facets of the shell are in parallel with (111) (121)
the (011) and  facets of the PdCu B2 core, respectively. (011)
The d-spacing for the  facet of the shell and (011) facet of (111)
the PdCu B2 core are measured as 0.236 and 0.224 nm, 
respectively, and the mismatch in d-spacing is -5.2%.20 By 
contrast, the mismatch at the interface is measured as 0.7%, 

where the d-spacing for the  facet of the shell and ( ) (121) 011
facet of the PdCu B2 core are measured as 0.218 and 0.224 nm, 
respectively. Therefore, the interface between core

Fig. 3 (a) An aberration-corrected STEM-HAADF image of PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs 
along the PdCu B2 [100] zone axis and PtNiCo FCC [110] zone axis; the orientations 
were confirmed by the corresponding FFT in inset (1-2). The annotations indicate 
the angle-to-plane relationships used to determine the facets defining the core 
and shell interface. (b) Cropped atomic resolution images from (a). (c) The 2D 
atomic models show the core-shell interface, where the blue atoms are the 
repeating units for shell and the rest of the atoms in the bottom are the repeating 
units for the PdCu B2 core. 

Fig. 2 Morphological and compositional characterization of PdCu B2@PtNiCo NPs: (a) TEM bright-field image, (b) histogram of size distribution, (c) XRD pattern, (d) STEM-
EDS elemental mapping images and (e) line scan profile. 
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and shell is coherent, and the shell is under tensile strain. Taken 
together, the deposition of the FCC PtNiCo shell proceeds in a 
manner that minimizes interfacial energy, just as it was 
observed with the deposition of PtM shells on PdCu B2 seeds.19

To prevent NP coalescence during annealing, the PdCu 
B2@PtNiCo NPs were evenly dispersed on a carbon support 
(denoted as PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C; Fig. S3). They were then 
heated at 600 °C for 10 h to obtain the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C (Fig. 
4a). The size distribution of the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C is 10.6 ± 0.2 
nm and shows that the monodispersity of the core@shell 
precursor NPs is largely transferred to the HEA NPs (Fig.  S4). X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals a surface atomic 
ratio for Pd:Cu:Pt:Ni:Co of 17.4:18.7:21.4:22.6:19.9, which is 
close to the bulk composition determined by EDS (Fig.  S5). Also, 
the binding energies of the major features for each metal match 
with metallic values (oxidation state 0). The XRD profile shows 
the disappearance of the intermetallic peaks after annealing 
(Fig. 4b). No peaks can be assigned to pure Pd, Cu, Pt, Ni, or Co, 
supporting the formation of a single-phase alloy. Based on 
Bragg’s Law and the relationship between d-spacings and the 
unit cell parameter a for different crystal structure types – Fm3
m, Pm m, and Im m – the crystal structure can be assigned to 3 3
the Fm m (FCC) structure (Table S2). The STEM-HAADF image 3
further supports the formation of single-phase and single-
crystalline NPs (Fig. 4c). The STEM-EDS elemental mapping 

images (Fig.  4d) and line scan profile (Fig. 4e) show the 
complete mixing of the five metals within the individual NPs, 
indicating that annealing of multicomponent NPs is a viable 
pathway to HEA NPs. The homogeneous elemental distribution 
after annealing can be explained from the following views: 1) 
high interfacial strain leads to a lower barrier to diffusion, 
facilitating mixing;21 2) thermodynamically, the increased 
entropy of mixing promotes formation of alloy structure;9 and 
3) kinetically, the lattice distortion and low atomic diffusivity 
upon mixing can prevent NPs from phase separation upon 
cooling.22 

With the successful demonstration of HEA NP formation from 
core@shell NPs, we next sought to verify their utility as 
electrocatalysts for the ORR in comparison to the PdCu 
B2@PtNiCo/C and commercial Pt/C. The NPs were dropcasted 
onto a glassy carbon electrode and prepared for evaluation by 
standard methods (see details in SI). Initial evaluations of their 
electrocatalytic activities toward the ORR were carried out in an 
O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH, where we note that the development 
of  durable catalysts for the ORR in alkaline media is important 
given the tendency for reduced anion adsorption and better 
kinetics for the ORR compared to in acidic media.23, 24 Fig. 5a 
shows the ORR polarization curves from the catalysts, where 
the current densities were normalized to the geometrical area 
of the electrode. The PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C exhibit a more 

Fig. 4 Morphological and compositional characterization of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C: (a) TEM bright-field image, (b) XRD pattern, (c) STEM-HAADF image, (d) STEM-EDS elemental 
mapping images and (e) line scan profile. 
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positive onset potential (Eonset) (1.06 V) than those of the PdCu 
B2@PtNiCo/C (1.03 V) and commercial Pt/C (1.02 V). The 
enhancement of ORR activity with PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C was also 

Fig. 5 (a) Evaluation of ORR performance of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C, PdCu 
B2@PtNiCo/C, and Pt/C. (a) LSV curves recorded in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH 
solution with a rotation rate of 1600 rpm, (b) Mass activity at 0.9 V, and (c) Tafel 
plots. (d) ORR polarization curves of the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C before and after 
10000 cycles. 

indicated by the positive half-wave potential (E1/2) (0.83 V) 
relative to PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C (0.79 V) and commercial Pt/C 
(0.81 V), which manifests that oxygen is more efficiently 
reduced on the surface of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C (Fig. S6). The 
mass activities were normalized by the mass of Pt on the 
electrode, with the activity decreasing as PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C > 
PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C > Pt/C (Fig. 5b). The kinetic current density 
(j) was calculated by the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation from 
Fig.  5a.25 The j of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C is greater than those of 
the PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C and Pt black in the potential region of 
0.75 to 0.95 V, which indicates that PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C has a 
larger kinetic current density, with better kinetic behavior than 
the core@shell counterpart or Pt black (Fig. 5c).26 Rotating ring-
disk electrode (RRDE) experiments (Fig. S7) further reveal 
selectivity in the ORR process for PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C, with a 
low ratio of peroxide (1.10-1.85%) and higher electron transfer 
number (3.95-3.97) than those of the commercial Pt/C (1.53-
4.07%; 3.89-3.96). The RRDE results indicate that the high 
efficiency for the ORR occurred on the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C 
through the four-electron transfer pathway. 

We also conducted ORR electrocatalysis tests in 0.1 M HClO4 
solution (Fig.  S8). Unfortunately, our results do not exceed the 
results of commercial Pt/C. The performance difference in 
acidic and alkaline media is possibly attributed to the different 
ORR mechanisms proceeded in different electrolytes. 
Additionally, the charge transfer resistance (Rct) may vary at 
different electrolytes, leading to different reaction kinetics and 
varied ORR performance. The electrochemically active surface 
areas (ECSAs) of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C, PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C, and 
commercial Pt/C were calculated and the results show that the 
ECSA of the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C (79.4 m2 gPt

-1 for acid medium; 
79.9 m2 gPt

-1 for alkaline medium) was larger than PdCu 
B2@PtNiCo/C (39.7 m2 gPt

-1 for acid medium; 43.8 m2 gPt
-1 for 

alkaline medium) and commercial Pt/C (76.7 m2 gPt
-1 for acid 

medium; 55.3 m2 gPt
-1 for alkaline medium) (Fig. S9). 

The stability tests for the catalysts in alkaline media show a 
surprising 5 mV increase in E1/2 for PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C after 
10000 cycles (Fig. 5d; 0.828 V vs 0.833 V). In contrast, the E1/2 of 
PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C and commercial Pt/C display negative shifts 
of 6 mV and 8 mV under the same condition (Fig. S10). TEM, 
STEM-EDS mapping, and line scan profile analysis were used to 
analyze the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C after stability testing to identify 
the origin of the increase in E1/2 (Fig. S11). The spherical 
morphology and NP monodispersity of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C are 
well maintained, without obvious aggregation after testing. 
However, a Pt shell is evident after the accelerated durability 
test (ADT), where Pd, Cu, Ni, and Co are mainly located inside of 
the NPs. Leaching of non-noble metals from HEA NPs has been 
reported previously during the hydrogen evolution reaction and 
methanol oxidation reaction in alkaline medium.27 Here, such 
leaching appears to be limited by formation of the Pt shell.8 This 
observation is surprising given the low diffusivity of elements in 
HEAs; however, this effect does not appear to impact the 
activity or durability of NPs, suggesting that there is good 
adhesion between the Pt-rich skin and the HEA core. In the case 
of PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C, no aggregation and morphology 
changes after the ADT test are observed and the core@shell 
structure is maintained (Fig. S12). TEM analysis of Pt/C before 
and after ADT test shows that there is aggregation (Fig. S13). 
Chronoamperometric (i-t curve) tests performed in O2-
saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at 0.7 V further verify the stability 
of PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C, PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C, and Pt/C (Fig. S14). 
After running for 30000 s, the PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C exhibit 
higher retention of the initial current density compared with 
PdCu B2@PtNiCo/C and Pt/C. The superb activity for the ORR 
likely arises from the well-dispersed Pt/Pd content and the 
unique electronic effects of HEAs, although the formation of a 
Pt-rich skin also suggests that strain may be a contributing 
factor as well. Studies are ongoing to prepare additional 
materials for catalytic comparison in order to understand the 
origin of such enhancements and to identify the active sites for 
catalysis.28-30 

Conclusions
Here, we report a new and potentially generalizable route to 
HEA NPs as monodisperse samples. This strategy is based on the 
synthesis of multimetallic core@shell NPs through SMCR and 
their subsequent conversion to HEA NPs by annealing. SMCR 
allows for multiple metals to be added into individual NPs in 
nearly equal amounts while achieving monodisperse samples 
that can be preserved through the annealing pathway when 
dispersed on a support. The well-dispersed HEA nanomaterials 
showed high performance and durability in catalyzing the ORR 
in alkaline media, where the enhanced ORR activity of 
PdCuPtNiCo HEAs/C can be attributed to the highly dispersed 
Pt/Pd content and unique features of HEAs.7, 8 Given the 
flexibility of SMCR to achieve a multitude of multimetallic 
core@shell NPs, we envision that many different 5-element or 
higher-order alloys can be prepared simply by changing the 
compositions of the core and shell materials. Such experiments 
are on-going. In this way, the predictable synthesis of 
monodisperse HEA NPs for a diversity of applications has been 
enabled by this demonstration.
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